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1. Meeting Call to Order - Glen Wilson the Chair of NWNC Beautification Committee. Meeting called to order at 6:31. Meeting attendees included Board Members Glen Wilson, Peter Lasky, Kelly Sooter, Bill Fox, and Gail Lapaz, Committee Member Andrea Alvarado, and Stakeholder Randy Sanchez.

2. Introduction of Committee Members: Introduced new Beautification Board Members Kelly Sooter and Bill Fox.

3. Public Comments on non-agenda items: None

4. Brief recap of 2018-2019 Activity
   - Peter Lasky briefed the committee on past activity including a status of the Tampa median (drip system in the top 4 medians, wood chips, and horse topiary) as well as Operation Clean Sweep. Peter said that this is the first Beautification Committee meeting in past 15 months.

5. Current Project Status
   - Tampa median & Topiaries
     - Don Larson (NBF) is making enhancements to the current horse topiaries including:
       - Manes and tales are temporary and will be replaced with wire mesh that will allow the plants to fill in the shapes
       - Legs are left open so that the plant can grow. As it grows the legs will be shaped to allow for better skeletal definition
       - The topiaries are anchored in cement to allow for stability to withstand high winds.
       - The black container at the base of the legs are water pipes to allow for watering, (not the plant containers)
       - The ears are a little oversized to allow for growth. It will be less evident once the plant begins to adhere to the wire
       - Moving forward, adjustments to the nose and ears will be made to give more definition to the facial characteristics
       - Routine cleaning of the area such as removal of the yellow tape to keep it looking nice.
     
   ⇒ Don Larson to provide status of the above enhancements

   - NWNC Operation Clean Ups
Chris Williams continues to manage this effort which takes place the last Thursday of every month.

- Other projects
  - The Board requested an update from Don Larson (NBF) regarding the two NPGs he has received for Clean Streets, Clean Starts. Peter Lasky to follow up on status. (2017-2018 NPG for $3k and 2019-2020 NPG for $5k)

6. Tampa Median Discussion
   - The Committee discussed potential new topiary structures. Additional ideas included adding various landscape around the horse topiaries as well as down the medians. Kelly Sooter referenced Canoga Ave as an example of rock and drought-resistant plants.
     ⇒ Peter Lasky to follow up on potential landscaping ideas.

7. Potential New Projects or/and updates
   - Gail Lopez presented a flyer to be distributed to stakeholders regarding LA Municipal Code 56.08 Ordinance No 182,778 stating that homeowners are responsible for keeping sidewalks and parkways clear of debris. The Committee provided feedback on the flyer and asked to hold and include as a part of a bigger Clean Streets plan being drafted
   - Kelly Sooter asked about on-going efforts to clean the major streets in NW boundary given the tremendous over-growth and lack of LA City support. Peter Lasky mentioned West Valley Alliance as a resource as well as the fact that previous funds from CD 12 had been set aside but went away when John Lee left office. Next Steps:
     o Kelly Sooter to work on Clean Streets plan to include potential options of how to maintain major streets and sidewalks year-round. This will include Gail’s “Did You Know” flyer regarding Municipal Code 56.08, as well as key asks for John Lee.
     o Randy Sanchez suggested an “Adopt A Highway” type program that could encourage business / stakeholders to have a vested interest in the routine cleaning of sidewalks. Kelly will incorporate this idea into the plan recommendation.
Kelly Sooter mentioned the idea of creating a stakeholder friendly hiking and bike path extending Limekiln Canyon Trail south from Rinaldi to Devonshire behind the DWP building and wash basin. This could be a combination walking-bike path, picnic and recreation area. The tunnels that run under the freeway connecting to the upper Canyon Trail could be Murals from neighborhood artists.

Historical Site Signs: Pat LoPresti forwarded information regarding Historic Cultural Monument Site signs for the Oakridge Estates. The Beautification Committee agreed that this might be a consideration once the Estate construction and improvements were complete.

8. Committee Priorities
   The Committee agreed to move forward with investigating landscape ideas for the Tampa median as well as create a plan for Clean Streets.

9. Discussion and recommends for Beautification items to be on NWNC Sept. 10, 2019 general agenda: No items required for September General Board Meeting

10. Beautification Committee agreed to meet the last Monday in September at the same time:
    Monday, September 30th 6:30 – 8:00pm at Northridge Park Arts & Crafts room.
    - Need to confirm room availability

11. Adjournment at 8:20